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We formalise the logical composition of tasks as
a Boolean Algebra and provide a method for producing
the optimal value functions of the composed tasks
with no further learning.
Introduction

Experiment: EVFs → VFs

Compositionality

• We want to combine policies learned in
previous tasks to create new policies.
• Build rich behaviours from simple ones,
resulting in combinatorial explosion in abilities.
• But unclear how to produce new optimal
policies from known ones.
Prior work [1,2] shows that value functions can be
composed to optimally solve union of tasks and
approximately solve the intersection of tasks.
We complement these results by proving optimal
composition for the intersection and negation
of tasks in the total-reward, absorbing-state
setting, with deterministic dynamics.
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Maximise over goals

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒,𝑟𝑀𝐴𝑋 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑟𝑀𝐼𝑁 𝑎𝑟𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑡𝑎𝑠𝑘𝑠 .

Theorem 2: Let Q be the set of extended value functions. Then Q forms a
Boolean algebra when equipped with the or, and, and not operators given by:
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Base Tasks and Explosion of Skills
𝒏 = |𝑮| goals → 𝟐𝒏 total tasks
→ 𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟐 𝒏 base tasks. (𝒏 > 1)
𝐾

Similar to DG functions [3] but uses task rewards.
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Experiment (Q-Learning): Four Rooms
𝑄*(

Theorem 3: The task and extended value function spaces are homomorphic.
We define an extended value function (EVF) that
decouples the values for each absorbing state:

)

Theorem 1: Let M be the set of tasks. Then M forms a Boolean algebra when
equipped with the or, and, and not operators given by:
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Goal Oriented RL
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